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serendipity is one of the loveliest words. accidental discoveries, random emails, chance meetings,
happenstances... so it was earlier this year when i was struck with a rather unexpected dose which
left me feeling that some things in life are just meant to be. the timing was impeccable. airwalk had
randomly come up in conversation several times with independent people when i was introduced to a
local vintage collector in melbourne who had a connection to a former employee. within hours,
i had been referred to the one person in the world qualified to tell the story of this once mighty and
most influential skate brand. however, for various reasons, he wasn’t that keen to revisit the past.
after some gentle persuasion and even more luck, what started as a wild idea quickly turned into
reality and a mad dash to so-cal, where i spent a few intense days talking shop with sinisa egelja, the
first and virtually last employee of the original airwalk company. during his 16 years with the firm,
‘sin’ held various positions from skate team manager to head designer. from its origins as a start-up
skate shoe company in 1985, we talked about how the brand evolved into a $200+ million company
sponsoring surfers, bmx riders, base jumpers, boogie boarders and making a myriad of casual shoes,
snow boots and dodgy brown loafers. it should have been a great success story, but there was to be
no happy ending – the once red-hot youth brand (and third largest u.s. sneaker brand behind nike
and adidas at one point) lost its compass and entered a downward spiral it couldn’t snap, eventually
being sold for a song. you might want to get comfortable, this is easily the longest, the raddest and
the most incredible story we’ve ever brought you. and did i mention our subject is also australian?
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funnily enough you’re aussie as well. how the hell did
you get to america?
Well, I got my first skateboard probably in third grade. I was
surfing at Manly one day and my leash broke on the way to the
surf shop I see this quarter pipe. This is probably around 1979.
So that same day I traded my surfboard in for a skateboard.
Skateboarding was the thing that I wanted to do and most of
our inspiration was from American magazines and also the
Aussie skaters. Occasionally some US guys would come over
and that was amazing because they had such different styles.
I somehow convinced my mum and dad to let me just go, in
the middle of the school year to the US. I guess I was 17 or so.
by yourself?
By myself, I’d never been anywhere before outside of Oz. I just
had a map from Skateboarder magazine of all the skate
parks, and I just figured out how to get around by PT – half the
parks weren’t even there! I ended up meeting a lot of the same
people I saw in the magazines and spent five weeks in the US
and then came back home and my parents wanted me to
finish school so I did that, I was still skateboarding and that’s
all I wanted to do. As soon as I finished, I figured out a way to
go back and I stayed at Del Mar instead of LA, because my
friends Brad Shaw and Dave Mock went over and said Del
Mar’s the coolest to hang out.

JAPANESE CATALOGUE

did you have ideas of being a pro?
I think I might have... what happened
was I was at this half-pipe and when
I dropped in, I just couldn’t breath at all.
I found out when I was about 10, I jumped
into a swimming pool and chipped my
tail bone and my spine started growing
weird which was the start of scoliosis.
The chiropractor told me I really should
give up skateboarding so that kind of
worried me. But I wanted to go to the US,
not really necessarily thinking about
being pro or anything, but I just wanted
to get better because when you’re with
great riders, you’re going to learn more.

LEFT & ABOVE
FIRST AIRWALK CATALOGUE
BLACK AND WHITE ONLY
FEAT. PTERODACTYL LOGO

how did you start at airwalk?
I started working at the skate park and
one day a friend of mine that was running the park, Sonny,
says ‘This guy came in and he’s thinking about starting a shoe
company and needs some help. Do you wanna go talk to
them?” I was like ‘Shit, yeah!’ I wanted to work on shoes,
because I knew at that time, Vans had these little areas where
the little toe would rub and it would take two weeks to wear in.
We had to put bandaids on, you’d get blisters and your foot
would bleed. But I didn’t know what to expect. I’d no idea,
nothing. So I went in, I think the next day, into Bill Mann’s office
and we start talking and he asked me a bunch of questions. I
told him I knew Tony Hawk and a lot of other pros and I think
that’s what got him excited. And then he asked me about
shoes and I told him the positives and negatives about Vans
and other brands. So then he asked me some questions about
school. I said ‘Oh yeah I went to school in Sydney and I finished
electronic engineering’ and then he looks at me and goes
‘What’s that got to do with shoes?’ And I’m like ‘Nothing!’
That was pretty funny.
do you know what made bill want to do skate shoes?
At the time, Bill was doing unbranded shoes for different
customers like Sears, Mervyn’s and a few others. Actually what
got him started was his son, Mac, started skateboarding and
goes to him ‘Dad, you know, you could make a better shoe

than Vans. These shoes suck!’ and whatever else he said
I don’t know but he didn’t like them and Mac was pretty picky.
He liked the Vans grip but it wore out too fast. Finally Mac and
Bill’s wife basically convinced him to try it. And so Bill looked at
it and he ended up taking pictures of skaters knee sliding and
doing all these crazy tricks down at the park.
he went down the parks and took photos?
Yeah. But he didn’t talk to kids, he didn’t do anything creepy, he
was just standing at the fence like a spy so he could
understand it all. And he brings this shoe out to show me and
it’s a vulcanised shoe, it’s pretty simple, and he shows me the
pictures. He’s really excited and I could see that he put effort
into it and I appreciated that he wanted to make something
better. So I look at the toe and it’s a hard plastic, not rubber, for
knee sliding. As soon as I looked at it, the first thing I told him
was that “If you ran up the ramp and your toe hit it, you would
have slipped and smashed your teeth against the concrete or
the ramp.” So then he asked me ‘When can you start?’ and
I came in the next day.
he must have been an interesting character.
Yeah he was. I had full trust in him from the beginning, I really
liked the guy, he was really fun. He was a shoe-dog.
so you joined the company, who else
was there already?
Lenny Holden, Steve Howell, and Carol
Bomgardner were there already working
on the unbranded shoes and that was it.
So actually, I was the first person hired
for Airwalk.
sounds like you were thrown in at
the deep end somewhat?
I didn’t know anything, but I was pretty
confident about what was wrong with the
skateboarding at the time. They asked me
about where the seams met and what
hurt and we talked about how important
the rubber compound was to a skate
shoe. Lenny did his best to get the
hardness grippy and durable but I knew
what I didn’t know and I figured that they
knew, so they’d ask me questions!
so they already had shoes designed when you started?
Yeah, initially they had the shoe figured out, I think. Some of the
models were pretty generic. Bill never said ‘This is a Vans but
this is a ‘twin gore’ or a ‘deck shoe’. Those shoes were around
before Vans. The ‘slip on’ and ‘lace-ups’ concepts are so old
that that’s just what they are referred to, even to this day.
do you know how the company was called airwalk?
Garry Davis was the Assistant Art Director from TransWorld
and I think he came up with the name for Airwalk. Tony Hawk
was on the team and he does the trick known as the Airwalk,
and he kind of suggested Airwalk be the name and everyone
was pretty much in to it. We gave Garry six pairs of shoes and
a duffel bag! (laughs)
what a bargain! one of the things i noticed when i
looked at the original shoes was that you didn’t
always have the classic airwalk logo.
Yeah that’s right, we originally had the pterodactyl head on the
quarter of the shoe. The shitty thing was everyone always
looked at it and said ‘Oh, it’s the A for Airwalk’, but really it’s the
side profile of a pterodactyl and the opening is its eye. Cynthia
Cebula was the Art Director and she designed the pterodactyl
logo and Ollie the Running Man as well.
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was tony hawk the first airwalk rider?
Actually the first rider we got was Billy Ruff. Bill Mann asked me
who should we get? I go ‘Billy Ruff has his head on really well,
I think he’d be a really good salesman.’ I guess Tony was really
the second skateboarder on the team. At that exact time, he
was talking to Puma. I don’t know if they had an interest in him
or whatever, but I said ‘dude, you don’t want to ride for Puma,
they’re not into skateboarding and Airwalk is a skateboard
brand and we’re going to make better shoes than Vans’.
I don’t know exactly what period of time this was, but he was
riding for Stubbies...
stubbies? he didn’t ride in those work shorts did he?
Nah. He wore the surf stuff and he didn’t ride for them too
long. You’re Australian so you understand, but Stubbies was
board shorts. No one will understand work shorts here. You
can’t explain it if you didn’t grow up with it. So anyway, at that
time I was basically helping with development and I didn’t
even know there was such a word at that time. And I was
doing the marketing, the team promotions, you know, helping
with advertisements, magazines... all these different jobs.
that’s a big job for a rookie kid.
Well when we started we didn’t have
like 500 shoes right away. Anyway, it
got to the point where I didn’t know how
to lay out ads and I was living with
Grant Brittain who was the photo editor
of TransWorld and Cynthia Cebula, who
became the first Airwalk graphic
designer/art director.
it’s funny how a logo sticks. i
wonder what she thinks now?
what happens next?
Lenny Holden went over to Korea and
made all these shoes with the prints, it was
a mad rush at the last second. We got the
samples back, and there was some stuff missing
that wasn’t done, so we basically went to the first
trade show with hundreds of shoes and drawings
that were rendered and in picture frames.
so you were expecting stores to buy from a brand
they’ve never heard of, and they can’t actually see
the product and they don’t really know a whole lot
about where you’re from or what you’re doing?
Well a lot of people knew Bill because he’d been in the
footwear industry for a long time. I’d never really been to a
trade show in my life. All I knew was that we had all these
shoes and we had a bunch of pictures and I’m the one that’s
supposed to tell ‘em about skateboarding and the marketing
side of it. It’s kind of weird because I’d never been in New York.
Basically the show was so well received that afterwards we’re
all on sort of a high because Bill didn’t expect that reaction and
we did like a million dollars worth of business that first trade
show. Bill was just ecstatic and super-psyched.
that’s a million dollars worth of $20 or $30 shoes.
so that’s, um, let me see. that’s a lot of shoes.
Actually I think the shoes were around $50 dollars retail.
yeah, so that’s easily tens of thousands of units
straight off the bat.
All I know is, and as far as what I was told, we did a million
dollars worth of business, however that was calculated. You
know, when your boss is fucking wigging out and super-stoked,
that’s when you know it’s gone well. Lenny was happy too.

so it’s looking like a winner, what’s next?
We kind of looked at what we needed. There were these lace
savers that Dale Smith made. I don’t know where he got it
from, but it’s It’s a flap of leather that had a Velcro piece on the
backside and it was stitched at the bottom and you slipped it
through and it covers all the laces. One of the biggest
problems on concrete and even ramps was you’d knee slide
and eventually with the heat and friction, they’d break. I saw
what Dale was doing and I told Bill ‘We need to stitch this kind
of thing to the shoe so we don’t have to thread the Velcro
under the laces’ and that’s where the lace saver came from.
And that was huge. People looked at lace savers as a fashion
thing, but this was purely a function of protecting the laces.

AIRWALK PEACE SHOE

did that spark your interest in design?
I think the lace saver was really the big key for me because
that’s where I first really started to understand aesthetics and
what I liked. And also Bill or Lenny would say ‘That won’t work
because of this’, and after all this input and knowledge, you’d
start kind of building the basics of footwear. And remember at
that time, it was pretty limited. It’s not
like you could do things like you can
do now, because some of it wasn’t
even invented.
and so most of your shoes at this
point are being sold in skate
shops or in other places?
No, we’re not in skate shops, because
skate shops didn’t sell shoes. So we
basically had mainstream distribution,
I know that Mervyn’s was one of our
bigger customers.

PROTOTYPE 620˚

after airwalk, vision is the next
brand that comes to mind.
Yeah, I’m not exactly sure when Vision came
out with footwear but they were definitely there.
It was pretty much Airwalk, Vision and Vans back
then. Pierre Andre was working on Etnies around
’86 as well. I have a lot of respect for him.
would you say it was a friendly rivalry?
Oh yeah, a lot of my friends rode for Vision and I had a lot
of respect for them. There was competition, yeah, but it
wasn’t like it is now, it was sort of friendly.
ok, so you got through the first range? does that then
lead to a case of the difficult second album?
I don’t know. I was definitely not thinking that at all. I was
figuring out what team riders to get and keep them happy plus
marketing and photos and all that. Chris Miller started wearing
the first Jordans and he was one of our top skaters. He said
‘Sin, I don’t like your shoes but these shoes I like!’ And I started
wigging out, you know, he’s riding for us and wearing Jordans
and I’m like ‘Fuck!’ He wouldn’t wear Jordans at contests, he’d
wear them mainly when he was practicing. Chris Miller was
one of my favourite skaters. So I told Bill, we’ve got to make
something for Chris and Bill says ‘I’m not really familiar with
cement shoes, I just know vulcanising really well’. Lenny finally
said “I’ll design it in Korea.” I said “We need something for
ankle protection for when the board hits you.” Then Lenny asks
me “What should we call the shoe?” I said “Just call it the
‘Prototype’ for now and we will figure it out later. When Lenny
brought the shoe back I was totally blown away it was so rad.
I knew Chris was going to love it and the name just stuck.
I thought we were ahead of the Jordans since it was better for
skateboarding. I think one of Bill’s biggest mistakes was letting
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Lenny go. He was so ‘on’ and fucking hard working I learned a
great deal from him. Then after we started growing, Bill hired
Walter Telford.
and where did he come from?
I think he came from Gola. He was really technical and
everything was done by hand. I mean, every blueprint. He
knew about shoes 100% and it was all done on paper, nothing
was ever done on a computer.
walter’s influence is obvious in some of the more
radical looking shoes because they had crazy rubber
mouldings and tripped out colours. what planet was
he from?
If you look at a lot of the Airwalk stuff, some of it was pretty
crazy. Walter just understood moulding, but at that time, we
were just like freaking out because we had never seen
anything like it. Walter was just … you know, he was such a
great designer and where he got his ideas from I have no clue.
I understand some of the things that we did later on when he
showed me – ‘hey there’s that hub cap where I got that idea!’
That was when I was realised that you didn’t have to look at
shoes for inspiration.
so you guys are freaked out by walter. what are the
buyers in the regular shoe stores saying?
Buyers were actually pretty stoked. I would say, “Walter, I think
this is really cool…
but …
‘I don’t think the skaters are going to really
like it.’ Walter didn’t believe me. Bill wouldn’t
believe me. And I’d bring skaters in and
wouldn’t say a word. I’d stand aside and they
would go straight for that crazy shoe and go
‘That is so awful’. I remember one shoe that
never came out had these sort of silicon
ovals on the toe area and I just looked at it
and I said ‘If we make this we’re fucking
doomed!’ And someone picks it up and
goes, ‘Does this shoe have a disease on it? It
looks like some kind of ringworm’. I did this a
few times and then I had their confidence.
Lenny had more trust in me in the beginning
than these guys. I loved a lot of the stuff that
Walter did but I knew if we put the shoes in
the line skaters would be bummed.
PROTOTYPE 620˚

PROTOTYPE 620˚

PROTOTYPE 540˚

PROTOTYPE 600˚

they’ve aged well though, i love the way they look.
[laughs]
When you look at it now, it’s probably one of the raddest things
you’ll ever see. But we weren’t used to seeing stuff like this.
I remember trying to do shit like this later and I’m like ‘I don’t
even know how to do this’ but Walter did it and it was totally
rad. So when you look at the 540s or the Velocity, it’s not as
bright or as busy and everyone liked it. It could’ve been
detrimental to our skate image, and that’s how I looked at it,
‘cause if it was damaging then I just didn’t want to do it.
what else was happening at this time? you mentioned
jordans. nike went to the second model and also used
an accordion rubber heel piece. were you guys really
pushing shoe manufacturers?
I know for sure that the factories were not that stoked on Walter
‘cause he was just... you know, he’s South African, he knows
what he wants and he knows his shit. I’ve seen him, he’s like
‘Just go make it’.
don’t argue.
Don’t argue, just make it. I remember my first trip and I don’t
think he was rude, but you’ve just got to make sure that you’re

adamant about what you want and if you don’t know what you
want, you’ll come back with crap. He was definitely, definitely,
pushing the limits and when I look back and see where other
people were and what time that was, he was doing shit and
putting a lot of rubber on there that was not cheap.
actually, that’s what got me started thinking about
airwalk. i thought, wasn’t someone saying ‘hey guys,
tone it down, this is costing ‘X’ amount for moulds in
three different sizes?’ it sounds more like bill was
actually encouraging you?
Bill’s a shoe dog and his goal was try to make the shoes as
fucking cheap as possible. It was the biggest battle for me with
Bill, butI don’t recall him telling Walter to tone down. Walter
was, I’m not sure of the right word... his own man. He would
listen to everyone that had an opinion, especially stuff on
function, ollying or whatever, and he would fix it. I kind of
trusted him. My concern was purely whether the
skateboarders were going to like it. Bill just wanted to give kids
a good quality shoe at a pretty good price.
the other thing that really people love about airwalk
was the sense of humour. did that originate from you
personally? there’s a few different ways I can see that.
Yeah,a big part of it. It’s just being Australian and the way we
joke, Not being too gimmicky or like a clown in any way, but
humour is just so necessary and if you don’t have it, it just gets
old. I definitely brought that there. My job
was like a dream come true – picking the
American pros to put on our team, and
then telling them that we can pay ‘em,
which no-one was doing besides Vision.
I guess Vans must have or whatever, but
Vision and Airwalk were the ones that
pushed it. The thing with Vision was that
they also had the full package skateboards, clothing and all this stuff.
They wanted or demanded all their riders
to wear the Vision uniform, if they didn’t
have a different board sponsor.
so how come you never did boards?
We just felt that it was wrong, we were a
shoe company. Maybe we’d do some
accessories, bags and clothes, but we just
knew that boards were wrong. It wasn’t about money. Plus the
other thing was if we made boards, we couldn’t have all the
riders we had. We would have confused the people buying the
product – here’s a guy riding for Powell and we make a
skateboard and we do an ad... it would just confuse the kids.
how did victor novettipolae come about? he was rad.
In Australia, we used the word ‘vic’ as in victim and it became
a kind of a joke as in fashion victim or whatever. Not always
super negative. My friend Brad started calling me Vic and I’d
call him Vic as well. Then I was saying we should do a new line
and Vic became Victor Novettipolae, which in Yugoslavian
means ‘new shoes’. Not many people got that. So then I had
Vic, which was me, in photos doing these tricks that were not
possible – I would bolt the skateboard to the ramp to get the
shot. None of the tricks were physically possible, but somehow
Vic did ‘em. We did one where I rode a boogie board in the
half pipe. So I put a wet suit on, put the leash around my wrist
and then I put the skateboard down and sort of placed the
boogie board perfectly on top with no pads, so I couldn’t fall.
So we did an ad saying Victor Novettipolae, ‘world class pool
bodyboarder champion’. And we put the ad in a surfing
magazine and guys would write in and say ‘who the hell’s this
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guy? and ‘what is this sport? Is this guy a kook?’ Some of them,
they’d no clue. It was somewhat of an inside joke, everyone
was always waiting for the next Vic ad.
didn’t he have a fan club?
I think Jamie Meulheusen or Roger Scarbosa in our art said we
should start a fan club as a joke. I think I was the first member
and then kids would write in to get their membership card and
we ended up dropping the thing ‘cause people actually
wanted to join. So it was pretty funny. No-one really thought it
was stupid, but then it kind of ran out, the biggest thing was
the VIC shoe was horrible. It was really stiff and it hurt. So the
bummer about that was everything was great, everyone was
stoked on everything, but the shoe was awful.
nice of you to give yourself a signature shoe! (laughs)
It’s not like I got paid for it at all and the thing was, it wasn’t
about me. It was about this character. Dan Sturt was shooting
the photographs and we did a lot of it together, so he was very
instrumental in it. It was fun and people always used to say to
me, bring Vic back. But we definitely should have focused a
little bit more on the shoe.
i wanted to ask you about your other team
members. tony hawk is on board, then you
pick up danny way, which a lot of people
might not remember. who else did you
have? jason lee? matt hensley?
It was ridiculous, we had pretty much
everyone. Obviously I wanted to get Cab
(Steve Caballero) and it was really close at
one point. I was scared of talking to Cab –
he was ingrained into Vans even at that
time. The Vision guys were pretty locked
in and I had respect for all my friends that
worked there like Gator and it didn’t really
feel right to steal ‘em. There were times
that I thought about it but you also don’t
see a lot of Vision riders that went to Airwalk
unless it was a later period. Not that Vision was
necessarily cooler, it’s just they … they had so much to offer
that we didn’t have, like boards and wheels. Vision wanted a
lot of their riders to ride everything Vision. So I don’t think Vision
would have been stoked on one of their riders wearing
Airwalks and I had a lot of respect for Brad Dorfman and Eric
Maya, their Design Director.
so how many guys did you have on the team?
I think at one point we had 70 pros and ams, a lot of rad pros.
There were some questionable ones on there, not that I would…
name them?
Yeah, but you know, it was pretty easy to kind of get rid of them.
We would stop sending them shoes or send them really crazy
ones. I think Owen did that for sure. Owen was our first team
manager hired after me.
do you remember the first signature shoe?
It took us so long to give Tony his shoe, we were afraid of
bringing it out because of what everyone would think. So we
probably developed it way before Etnies They say that they did
it first, and I’m not disclaiming that they didn’t, but they helped
us to say ‘it’s OK’. We didn’t care if we were the first or the
second or the eighth, we just cared that it was right.
okay, so you got 70 skateboarders. when did you decide
to go into bmx ? you then also got into base jumping
and surfing?
Basically, we started off with skateboarding and then I wanted
to pick other sports because they actually meant something.
So obviously the first thing that came to my mind was surfing,

and BMX was something that I never really did but we’d
always go by the dirt track and we would always say ‘when I
quit skateboarding, that’s what I’m going to do’. We were pretty
much the first people to sponsor the dirt jumping. I don’t know
what they even call it now. It was called dirt jumping originally,
but it’s basically freestyle, the thing that basically Bob Haro
started was so much cooler because it was more of a
resemblance to skateboarding and what they did was pretty
nuts. I’m not saying bike riding’s harder but you don’t want to
land on a bike. I don’t. So we had a lot of respect for that.

DANNY WAY
TONY HAWK

did you start making shoes for the bmx guys?
We did, and it didn’t matter in the beginning. But later on we
definitely specifically made shoes for them. So we started with
BMX, then freestyle dirt riding. The bike riders were riding
pools before, but BMX vert was starting to get popular, and it
was just the beginning. So I went to a contest and that’s the
first time I met Spike Jonze, Andy Jenkins and Mark Lewman.
Those guys were basically skateboarders that were into bikes.
Then we sponsored Matt Hoffman who was kind of like, one
of the craziest guys, who everyone knows as the godfather
of vert or whatever. After that I was hooked and it
became a battle with Vision, over who was going to
sponsor what and whom. Then we got to surfing and
then bodyboarding. So that was the only
questionable thing that was hard for me because
I’m a surfer. And then we were the first ones to
get into base jumping and all these... extreme
sports or whatever we called it. We took
base jumping on like we owned it,
‘cause that was something we just
thought was fucking really nuts.
Not sky diving but base
jumping. Dan Sturt was really
into base jumping.

AIRWALK 340

1000˚

did you see an option in surfing
to develop more casual shoes?
cause however people remember the
company, airwalk made a lot of brown
suede, desert boots and even weird sandals.
Yeah... basically the shoe I wore in high school was like a
ripple desert boot. Somehow we found these ripple dessert
boots instead of leather shoes and that’s what all the cooler
people would wear.
we called them rollers. they were heavy duty.
I don’t know. Maybe, I called them ripples because they looked
like a ripple. Basically we took that concept and that was our
first casual shoe. It was basically what I wore in school, and we
made them in Spain and sold millions of them.
then how did airwalk get into snowboots?
What happened was my first trip to Korea. I’m kind of freaked
out, I’ve never been to Asia and we go in to land in Pusan and
we’re told that we have to pull down the blinds, we can’t look
out of the window. It was a military and commercial airport.
We went to the factory and my first trip happens to be to
probably the largest factory ever built. It had 100 production
lines. Everyone went off to do something and I’m sitting in this
room and it looked like a prison. I’m looking at this cabinet and
I see some boots and I’m like, ‘they’re snow boots!’ So we
brought ‘em back and I told Bill ‘look we can make snow boots.
We could totally make snow boots’. I think Walter designed the
first models. He looked at it and made them so different
and so much better, it had its own identity and that’s how we
started in the snow boot business.

JASON LEE

BARKER B
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MATT HOFFMAN

DANNY KIM

did that become a large chunk of the company?
Yeah, we ended up at one point being the number one snow
boot brand in the world. I know in one year we did 496,353
pairs after Walter left. We were at the top for a long time..

respects they ended up being stoked because they didn’t have
to pay all the money for the fucking contests. They could see
that we were doing the right thing, helping with the riders and
they were not paying for all the travel.

so you’ve broken into four of five sports over a couple
of years. did you think of it as innovation being the key
to the future of the company?
All I was doing was giving suggestions like ‘This is what I wore
in school or going out.’. Like the brothel creepers. I would say
Lenny ‘let’s make creepers ‘cause they’re really cool, they might
come back and this is what I wore’. So at least on my side of it,
I always had a reason. Just like when we first started doing
womens’ shoes, riders wanted something they could give to
their girlfriends or their mums and they accepted that. mean If
the shoe was kind of weird and totally out there, that could
have been an issue. But if it fit with what was going on, there
was not too much resistance. Bill made shoes for Jazzercise so
he and Walter wanted to do Women’s shoes.

so when did it all start to change?
There was a period of time when we started snow boots and
then we got into apparel and that was all starting to go well
and there was some restructuring so it went from this huge
team to five people which was basically like starting from
scratch.

sounds like a fun place to work?
Yeah it was. I mean, it was a relaxed
environment. Well actually it’s funny
what you remember. Bill would
smoke cigarettes in his office and
I definitely didn’t feel like I was the
second guy on the totem pole or
anything, but I started smoking in my
office as well. And he was the only
one that smoked in his office.
Everyone had to go outside and then
the girl next to me got pissed off that
I was smoking in my office so...
so you fired her? (laughs)
Actually, she got fired later. (laughs)
Bill said, you can only smoke in my office. If you come in and if
we’re talking, you can smoke.

NTS

DOUG SILVA

there was a camaraderie there in the early days right?
Oh, yeah. I mean it was evident in the company. When we
moved to the new building, the warehouse guys, Dylan and
everyone would get the forklift and we’d tie a rope to an office
chair with wheels, so then the guy in the forklift would go
around and then turn, and you’d start spinning around and
you’d fly off and slam, hurt yourself, so that became a sport in
the warehouse...
you should have sponsored yourselves as a new
extreme sport! so at what point did skating become a
national tour? did that change things a lot?
Yeah! (laughs). There was a national skateboard association
series.They’d set up ramps and obstacles in Ohio, St Louis or
Chicago, all these different places. Then Vision would hold an
event or we’d hold an event. Vision did super-rad contests and
they were a full spectacle. It was probably the raddest contests
at the time. We also had the amateur series. We sponsored that
for many years and to spend like $80,000 on an amateur series
held at not so good venues with very few spectators... but we
had to do it. I believed in that so much that it was always a fight
to keep giving that much money ‘cause we felt it was building
skateboarding and that’s what we wanted to do.
that’s serious cash in the ‘80s. do you think the
perception that airwalk was good for skate is widely
acknowledged?
No. At first it was resisted because at that time there was the
big five companies. I’m not really going to go into specifics but
a lot of them were afraid that we would ruin it. It took them a
while to warm up and realise we were fine. Maybe in many

is this the early ‘90s?
Yeah, I think somewhere around there. We had a new
President, Lee Smith who also helped in snowboot ideas and
changes. When Walter left, Lee looks at me and says ‘can you
do this?’ I had never really designed a shoe on paper, basically
I used to give my ideas to Walter and he’d draw it. Anyway, as
Walter left, he gives me a package and looks at me and says
‘you’ll need this’. So I took a drafting table because I thought
that’s what you’re supposed to do,
even though I didn’t know where to
start. I had no schooling in design
except for some art and drafting
classes, but nothing in industrial or
graphic design. So I looked at
Walter’s file that he gave me and I
guessed if I cut the upper off and
NTS
Xeroxed a bunch of outsoles, I can
then trace around it. Later on I
found out that’s pretty much the
way most designers work. Now it’s
all done on a Mac or whatever…
how long did it take you to
say, ‘oh shit, i think i can
actually do this!’ because it’s a slow process from
design to production and getting it into stores.
I can’t remember how much time I had, it was weeks to get the
first stuff to Korea. There was no choice not to figure it out. So
anyway, I go back into the warehouse, thinking maybe
Walter’s got a bunch of rad stuff, and I picked out everything
that I thought was okay that people had chucked out. So I see
this girl’s shoe and it had this wacked out sole and it was just
horrible. And I thought, ‘you know what? I’m going to take this
pattern and tweak it!’ and it became the One Shoe, basically
Airwalk’s largest volume shoe ever which sold over seven
million pairs at the minimum. Then Lee and I figured gym was
probably one of the first things people did as a sport. So we
looked at all the old shoes and it turned into the Airwalk Jim,
our version of the athletic shoe. And that also was one of our
more popular shoes. So at the point I started getting a better
feel for stuff... are you laughing at something in the catalogue?
oh, just looking at the names. you’ve called it jim with
a j-i-m and you’ve got hendrix, hoffa, cricket...
Jimmy Stewart, Jimmy Olsen. We named our shoes messed up
things which was funny. I don’t want to claim anything, as I
don’t think we were necessarily the first, but a lot of companies
were using numbers or codes. Anyway, Jim was rad because
there were some sketchy names like Jim Jones that I wanted
to do that but everyone’s like ‘no, you can’t do that’. Lee was a
great supporter of whatever I wanted to do and he came up
with a lot of great ideas.
Somewhere around this time we moved to a new office down
the street. Everyone was fired except for 5 people – Art Director
Jamie Meulheusen, President Lee Smith, Marketing Susan
Daniels, Office Manager Kristin and me. Bill was working on
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other brands next door. Our first designer was Amy Egelja, my
wife at the time, I was so happy to get her away from Ryka. She
contributed so much to Airwalk for both the men’s and
women’s lines. The next few people we hired were Kim Boyle
to manage the BMX team and Tim Schwartz who managed
the Skate & Surf Team and Rob Dotson who then took over the
Skate Team and Marketing. Todd Finney became the Snow
Team Manager and very soon after that he started doing snow
boot development. He and I worked on the line that reached
the highest volume – almost half a million pairs. Todd did so
much for Airwalk and never got the credit he deserved. Let me
see... Cec Anett was hired as the Snow Category Manager. We
also brought on Katie Becker as the Outerwear Design
Director. Somewhere in the mix of hiring all of these people,
Mike White was hired as the Senior Designer. Soon after our
first trip I asked Mike to be the Director of Development. There
is nothing better than having a developer that completely
understands design. Mike was very good.
another airwalk memory was the advertising from the
early to mid ‘90s. i remember them from face magazine
quite vividly.
That idea actually started when I told Dan Sturt to go dress up
the skate or surf pros and get them to do something totally
different like play croquet or tennis –
things they wouldn’t normally do and make it funny. Dan comes back
with these pictures that are actually
better than I even thought they
would be and I was super stoked
and we used them for a catalogue.
Then Lee brings in Chad Farmer
from the Lambesis agency. So we
went over the product and he liked
where it was going because we
weren’t just doing skate shoes, it
was all this casual and active casual
product with a twist. And I showed
JIM SHOE
him the catalogues we had done
with Dan and the tennis and croquet images plus the
saturated product and skate images that I had shot...
then lambesis came up with the next campaign?
So yeah, he took what we gave him and that’s when they
came up with we called the ‘Youthful Vigour’ campaign and
we were stoked. He really did a good job. He used that vivid
colour, that really saturated style of photography. And that’s
when they did the lipstick girl with the patent leather shoe and
the guy with the laces on his head and that’s basically that’s
the beginning of that process.
so did that campaign had a measurably positive effect?
Oh yeah. The product was king. If the product wasn’t right, then
the campaign wasn’t necessarily going to work long term. So
we had that lipstick girl and the candy apple shoe and it was
perfect timing, the shoes were just right on. I’m not saying that
it didn’t matter what we did next, but everyone looked at the ad
which was amazing and the shoe was relative.
the campaign became famous again recently due to the
‘tipping point’ book by malcolm gladwell. does your
version of events match the one described in the book?
No comment.
i see... some of the things in that range are similar to
shoes that have come out in the last year, like the
tennis ball, do i remember a basketball shoe as well?
Yeah. So we did the Jim shoe. I said ‘why don’t we do a tennis
shoe? Well let’s just make it out of a tennis ball!’ Then it’s like,

‘let’s make a shoe out of basketball material’, so our high-top
became our basketball shoe. And then for the soccer shoe, we
tried to do a couple of things but it never really turned out, so I
basically took the stitching and just put that on a cool pattern
and I think that the baseball shoe was made out of baseball
glove material.
you obviously had your share of ‘influences’ but i
wanted to ask you, do you feel that some of the stuff
that you did was blatantly swiped by other brands?
Oh yeah, for sure. I’m not even talking about skateboarding
but we’ve caught people stealing shoes out of our trade show
booth and we’ve seen shoes that are identical to Airwalks,
basically the One with a circle with their logo on there. Copying
is flattery or whatever, but when you work on something so
hard, you don’t necessarily want someone to steal it. I tried to
do it physically as little as I could. What was rad was looking at
a company that’s got nothing to do with our footwear and
you’d see an idea. Or you saw a process that you didn’t see
before or some jacked up brand that just had no relevance to
anything on the planet. I remember this one time I was looking
at a snowboot and how that’s a rad shape soI made a low top
sneaker on a snow boot last. And then I saw this brand that
had the exact same design. I can’t think of the brand...
northwave?
Northwave yeah! Honestly, I’m sure
of this, I know I made that shoe,
brought it back, a couple of people
in the office said it’s too wide, it’s
crazy, it’s not going to work! So we
ended up making it on a narrower
last. They may have seen it in our
factory.
it was a huge success.
Oh, yeah. It was huge for them.
so by this time you weren’t
really a skate brand?
Yeah. Obviously. A skate shop’s not
going to want an Outland sandal and we knew that. But we
wanted to make shoes – all types of shoes. We loved shoes!
When we did the Job shoe, that was literally for your job. We
knew people would rather wear Airwalks than crappy brown
old leather shoes to their job. Even though it wasn’t a success,
we wouldn’t go after a market if we necessarily didn’t feel we
could fit into it.
does your sense of fashion adventure explain the
multi-coloured airwalks? was it done for a rider?
No, no. Actually that was a prototype pattern. This came from
a theoretical question from Jamie and Roger “How many
colours can you put on a shoe and will they make it?” And
I said ‘Let’s make it and we’ll send it over’. They actually made
it. It was 13 colours, if you combined all of them.
and what did you think?
It was a little too much, but we were stoked they actually did it.
But if you look at it now, like you were saying, it’s rad. It’s
exactly what people are doing now. We did so many different
colour ways that it was crazy.
you also had the nts (not the same) - the idea being
that you bought one of each - a yellow and a right
foot green or something?
That was what I was hoping would happen. But the actual
idea was that I always wanted to do shoes in one colour on
every panel. At that time I don’t think everything was right up to
speed as far as technology because with all these different
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materials from suede to PU to rubber to embroidery, it was
almost an impossibility to get that right in production. You
could probably do it in sampling, but no-one would be able to
make them like that. Everyone in the industry knew how hard
that was, to do an all-over yellow shoe. And everyone at that
time knew that you can not sell a yellow shoe. It’s just fact.
and did it sell?
Yeah, it did pretty well, but the thing that really helped it a little
bit was you know, what the REM guy...
michael stipe?
He came to the trade show with some guy that knew about
skateboarding, anyway, he comes up to me and he says ‘Hey,
I love your shoes, I want to have a yellow and a green on each
foot!’ So I brought him both and then I gave the other half pair
to my friend. And I had what I wanted. I didn’t tell him that’s
what I wanted people to do. It wasn’t like the success of the
One or anything, but it was ok.
so the brand sort of fizzled out in some ways. do you
have any comments on the end?
Greed, coffee, and a man that hated skateboarding and
action sports! George wanted to turn Airwalk into a stale
brown shoe company. I remember this quote, ‘Tony Hawk will
never be as popular as Michael Jordan.’ We were forced to
move to Pennsylvania which was the dumbest idea ever. We
starting hiring all these great designers, developers,
marketers and category managers and we also hired Les
Horne who was the one of the best developers I worked
with because he understood me and what I wanted. So
we’re growing fast and all of a sudden we’re in Footlocker
and everywhere, but we’re still in all these different
places and these new brands start popping up.
Sometime after this, all of a sudden, people
start talking about Airwalk. Was
it cool anymore? To cut a long
story short, basically we only
had the same five shoes that
were successful everywhere.
Foot Locker started thinking
that we’re not cool and skate
boarders started quitting because
we’re not hard core and it just starts going down and down.
Not only that, there are all these other elements that are
pushing it down. The other skate shoe companies were
leveraging their way in by our mistakes.
sounds like a spiral that was impossible to defuse.
Yeah, and a lot of things were starting to get weird. Everyone
was in panic mode so everyone’s saying to themselves
‘Do I want to stay?’ and a rumour started that they wanted to
sell the brand.

SONIC

TURBO

how did you feel?
That was probably the worst time in my life, you know, it was
just hard because you could see what was going to happen.
I said to people we need to push this line forward, but even if
we did push, you know, would it matter? Maybe, but when you
know something’s going to happen and it does, you can’t
really say I told you so. It doesn’t really fix the problem, you
know. I learned that the hard way.
you obviously left at some point.
Well they sold the company. I left soon after the new
management.

cheers to alice l.a.
a mighty thanks to michael from uniformstreetwear.com for his assistance with this article.

you’re there for 16 years?
Yeah.
did you just feel, heartbroken or relieved it was over?
It was like someone died in my family, maybe like I died. I was
devastated. I couldn’t sleep. It was really hard because it’s like
you’re a part of building something and someone is destroying
it. So then you know, Lee was fired and that was really hard for
me, not to mention how he felt. He was a real President.
He could manage people and he didn’t do anything wrong.
He was trying to fix things and he was battling on with his feet
and hands tied.
you’ve had a fair break from this monumental
experience. how do you feel now? are you able to think
fondly of the good times and forget about bad times?
Yeah, I think for me it took a long time to get over the nightmare
at the end. When you’re hanging on only because you think
that they’re going to sell it, I felt bad about that sort of thing,
but I should have just not worried. I should have left much,
much earlier, but you want to believe in people. I loved that
I had faith in so many people, even though I made a lot of
mistakes because of that faith. I get excited thinking about all
the good times, the people and how it was fun making the
shoes with everyone. I was allowed to make anything
I wanted. I’ve never known anyone that’s had as much
freedom and was allowed to explore
as much which in itself is enough to
make me happy.
how do you feel about the
skate industry now? it seems
to be at an all time morass,
everyone seems to be doing
exactly the same thing.
does that make you feel
kinda depressed?
Yeah, maybe they’re all a
little bit afraid to do
something different and get
called out because of it. If
you look at the product, you
kind of know where it came
from. But is that bad? It’s not like someone really needs to
reinvent the skate shoe. Maybe that’s what skateboarding has
to be. It’s not like they’re not innovative or creative. I think that
they have to evolve themselves to what skateboarding wants
and that’s what they’re doing.
i feel sad when i look at the current mags and all the
ads, the shoes, the language is the same. and when
i look back at the ‘80s, there’s so much fun, there’s so
much optimism.
Yeah. It was just a time that a lot of skaters that were wearing
whatever crazy stuff they wanted. I mean you look at the …
mc hammer pants for example!
Yeah, but you look at the Vision stuff. I mean, I’m not going to go
wear MC Hammer pants and a fanny pack now. But there was
a short time when Gonz and Mike V – icons of skateboarding –
wore stuff like that. Gonz was riding for ‘Life’s a Beach’, he wore
these crazy prints like the Jetsons and stuff. You couldn’t wear
that now but that whole era didn’t last for a long time. It’s just
changed. To me it seemed that people wore what they really
wanted to and didn’t care what other pros thought of them.
And now it seems like the uniform is determined by a few, stays
a lot longer and looks a lot tamer.
amen sin. it’s been rad talking to you.

